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Katsuragi, 
a fantastic 
place

The town of Katsuragi has enlisted help from goats 

to weed vacant lots. Our goat friends can eat their fill, 

and we benefit from natural, environmentally-friendly 

weed and brush control that requires no herbicides. 

Look out for them when you are strolling through our 

town.

[Katsuragi Highlights 100]
Katsuragi Highlights 100 is a list of the top 100 items 
that features the aspects of Katsuragi that we can 
be proudest of and boast about over a wide range 
of themes including people, objects, history, industry, 
and traditional culture. They were voted for through 
Twitter and Instagram posts. Both residents and non-
residents of Katsuragi were asked to nominate their 
favorites between June 1 and August 1, 2016. The 
Selection Committee selected the top 100 from a total 
of 718 nominees. In this one book we introduce all 
of these amazing highlights of our town, ranging from 
some that are well-known even to out-of-towners to 
hidden gems. 

* Featured data is as of March 2017. It may change without 
notice. Please contact the listings directly before your visit.
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Katsuragi, a town you feel familiar with when you visit for the 
first time. Sky and mountains surround you, and a gentle breeze 
over the river invites you to be part of the environment. A town 
which has flourished alongside a World Heritage site, Mount 
Koya, yet is close to a city. Katsuragi offers you the blessing of a 
long history and rich culture, and abundant harvests of a wide 
array of colorful fruits. Yes, Katsuragi is a town of fruitage.

History and Culture, Fruit Kingdom
Welcome to Katsuragi!
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Amano no Sato, located at an altitude 
of about 450 meters, is quiet rural 
countryside with beautiful seasonal 
views. It is a sacred site where a close 
connection with Mount Koya has 
continued over 1,200 years since the 
monk Kukai, guided by Koya-myojin 
(one of the four deities of Mount Koya), 
first met goddess Niutsuhime-no-
Okami. 
Mountains surrounding the area give the 
Amano Basin a quiet solitude away from 
the chaos of daily life. Time seems to 
flow at a slower, relaxed pace. Amano’s 
air enchants us to discover something 
new that we had never taken notice of.

Slow strolls are the best way to see 
Amano no Sato fully. When you are 
walking under the clear, blue sky, you 
will catch sight of black kites and crows 
performing intricate dances while they 
fly in the distance. You will hear the quiet 
stream, and see lush greenery glowing 
in the fields and rice paddies. You can 
feel your stress flowing out into the 
air to rejuvenate your mind. Amano is 
magical; it opens our minds to embrace 
life surrounding us everywhere we visit. 
Mystical, yet charming Amano no Sato 
awaits you. Let’s take a short trip there!

Amano sprawls over the foot of Mount Koya.  
It is the holiest village in Japan,  
where the famous monk Kukai met the gods.

Stroll the country 
of Amano What we find in Amano no Sato

#001
Amano no Sato is peaceful, serene countryside. Its village and 
fields gleam with cherry blossoms in spring, hydrangea in early 
summer, and vibrantly-colored leaves in autumn. In winter, its 
beautiful landscape is dusted with snow for us to enjoy.

MAP/P63

Amano no Sato

#002

Choishi-michi is a pilgrimage route connecting Jison-in Temple and Mount Koya. Every 109 m (1 cho 
unit) marks a stupa-shaped stone, called choishi. A 
magnificent view of Amano can be enjoyed from the 
Futatsu-Torii Gates which you reach walking up the 
Hatcho-zaka slope from Niutsuhime-jinja Shrine.

MAP/P63.C-8

Views from Koya Sankei-michi Choishi-michi & Futatsu-Torii

Stone Torii gates built side by side at a pass around the 

120th choishi marker. The original gates were said to be 

made of wood, built by monk Kukai.

➊Old minka houses enshrine ofuda amulets from Niutsuhime-jinja Shrine in their Kamidana (a household Shinto altar). ➋Saigyo-
do hall is said to have been founded by the monk Saigyo’s wife and daughter who wished to see him in ascetic training at Mount 
Koya which had been closed to women until the Meiji era. ➌Enjoy an amazing meal in Amano no Sato, with lush greenery, clear 
air, and delicious water.

Amano n
o Sato 

is 

charmin
g.

A M A N O

➊ ➋ ➌
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Niutsuhime-jinja Shrine registered as 
part of a UNESCO World Heritage site, 
Sacred Sites and Pilgrimage Routes in 
the Kii Mountain Range, is believed to 
have been founded over 1700 years ago. 
Niutsuhime-jinja enshrines the Four Deities 
of Mount Koya, which includes the goddess 
Niutsuhime-no-Okami, a sister deity of 
Amaterasu-Omikami, and Takanomiko-
no-Okami. It is also the head shrine of 180 
other shrines around Japan. Monk Kukai 
founded a training dojo for the Shingon 
Mikkyo esoteric Buddhism school at Mount 
Koya, part of lands which the goddess 
granted to him. He had the miyashiro shrine 
built first to thank the deities. This is truly 
the embodiment of this unique concept, 
the fusion of Shinto and Buddhism beliefs, 
for which it has been selected as a World 
Heritage site.

Hanamorisai

Rituals and 
Festivals

The ritual

Meet the goddess in Amano no Sato

#003

#004

#005

An agricultural Shinto ritual that prays for good 
bumper crops for the year, it is said to have started in 
the Heian period. Worshipers receive talismans such 
as Fuku no Tane, Amano Ubusunahoin Fuda, and 
Yakuyoke Shugofuda. Following the Shinto rituals, 
a sacred lottery is drawn. * Intangible folk cultural 
property designated by Wakayama prefecture

People offer flowers to the enshrined deities 
to celebrate the coming of spring. The 
Honden’s sacred gates are opened for 
children to perform Shinzen kagura dancing 
before the gods. A Togyo no Gi ceremony 
also takes place in the afternoon.

❖ 230 Kamiamano, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-26-0102　

MAP/P63.B-6

Niutsuhime-jinja

➊It boasts one of the largest main inner chambers (Honden) with an enshrined deity, built in the traditional Ikken Kasuga-zukuri shrine architectural style. 
Freshly repainted cinnabar color projects a beautiful contrast over the green in the background. ➋You can marvel at the intricate carving that blends both 
Shinto and Buddhist deities. ➌Romon Two-story Gate built in 1499 is a classic mid-Muromachi period structure built in the Irimoyazukuri Hiwadabuki style. 
It is designated as an Important Cultural Property of Japan. ➍It may be a good idea to review proper temple visiting ritual manners. ➎This rinkyo bridge is 
believed to have been dedicated by Yodogimi, for deities to cross over. Currently, it is also open to visitors.

Top/The grand Romon Gate invites 
worshipers and visitors to its shrine 
grounds.
Left/Sacred lots with a guiding dog 
design, motifs of the white and 
black dogs which are believed to 
have guided monk Kukai to Mount 
Koya.

Sacred

in Amanoencounter

A M A N O

➊　

➋　 ➌　

➎　

➍　

Amano no Ondamatsuri

3rd 
Sunday in 

Jan.

3rd 
Sunday in 

April

MAP/P63.B-6

MAP/P63.B-6
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Amanomai (rice), Vegetables

One of most enchanting sites to see in 
Amano is fireflies’ delicate, flickering lights 
over ridgeways that reflect over water-
filled rice fields. Their twinkling lights 
that illuminate summer evenings can 
be enjoyed everywhere in the mountain 
areas in Katsuragi.

MAP/P60,61,63

Amanomai rice, grown under Amano’s 
cold climate and with its clean water, has 
long been the choice of the Kongobuji 
Head Temple. The temperature drops 
significantly from day to evening in Amano, 
making its vegetables most flavorful! 
Amano no Sato local produce store, 

Youyotte.

❖ 786 Kamiamano, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-26-0360

MAP/P63.B-6

Hotaru (firefly)

Savor your time in Amano

#006

Lodging facilities you will see on your left after the Amano Tunnel. 
Its restaurant serves lunch and dinner. A well-maintained lawn 
garden and cottages create a calming atmosphere for their 
guests.
❖ 1620 Shimoamano, Katsuragi-cho　☎0736-26-0753

MAP/P63.C-1

Sanso Ama no Sato

#007

This facility is built in the former Amano Elementary 
School building. Affordable accommodation on 
the second floor is very popular for student camps.
❖ 930 Shimoamano, Katsuragi-cho　☎0736-26-0350

MAP/P63.C-4

Amano Region Exchange Center 
Yuzuriha

#010

Shiki Urara’s bread is proudly made with 
domestic wheat flour and natural yeast, 
through a long low-temperature fermentation 
process. The owner has built its warm, 
wooden building that blends into the nature 
around it on his own.
❖ 394-12 Shimoamano, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-26-0237   11:00 - 17:00

Closed: Open Sundays/Holidays only

MAP/P63.C-1

Bread & Cafe Shiki Urara

#011

The owner opened his cafe in an old minka 
house to offer Amanomai rice. All dishes made 
with locally produced ingredients, including 
Amano vegetables, are delicious and nostalgic.
❖ 140 Kamiamano, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-26-0372    11:00 - 17:30

Closed: Tue/Wed/Thu

MAP/P63.A-7

Amano Nagomidokoro 
Café Kyakuden

#012

A famous soba restaurant originally located 
in Osaka. Open by reservation only, it serves 
guests to savor the soba course menu without 
rushing. The owner and his wife are known to 
enjoy their unique, fashionable lifestyles.
❖ 204 Kamiamano, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-20-6800

11:00 - 15:00 (By reservation only)

Closed: Mon/Tue/Wed

MAP/P63.C-5

Amano Bongu
#008

#009

➊The main building opens up to a spacious lawn garden. Three 
cottages to allow a secret retreat for adults are nestled behind it. 
➋The cottages and large bath rooms surround its inner courtyard. 
The space is open yet private. ➌Four private bathrooms. All of them 
are designed to have natural sunlight coming in.

The healing power of freshly-made bread 

and dishes made without cutting corners.

The restaurant was renovated from the 
old family home built by the owner’s 
great-grandfather who was a miyadaiku 
(specialist carpenter). You can see the 
long history behind the building.

The building was used as a storage 
space for soba when the restaurant 
operated in Osaka.

Be enticed by a wonderful aroma of baking

Incredible onigiri made with rare Amanomai rice!

That famous foodies’ choice soba restaurant is now in Amano!

Let
’s 

tak
e 

   
a s

low
 st

rol
l!

A M A N O

➊

➋ ➌
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The water around the waterfall 
basin is very clear. You can 
spot small fish at the bottom of 
the river.

Dive into adventures in Hanazono’s beautiful nature  
where calm mountains surround you and serene rivers flow by, 
while you romanticize its rich, ancient history.

The Hanazono region was founded when the 
monk Kukai established himself in Mount Koya. 
Its name, Hanazono (garden of flowers), is said 
to originate from its temple estate function 
in providing flower offerings to Mount Koya. 
Deep mountain ranges provide a rich natural 
playground. People now flock to this mountain 
village with many campgrounds along the Arida-
gawa River to enjoy outdoor activities. The site 
especially popular among visitors is Kyoryu Land. 
The cave, a former mine, takes you back to the 

era of dinosaurs, and experience the fear and fun 
going through the section depicting Heaven and 
Hell based on Japanese traditions.
This somewhat nostalgic adventure is sure to 
please both children and adults alike. The area 
also features Kongo Falls where you can play in 
the river, Hanazono Green Park is a safe outdoor 
haven for children, and there are many other 
sites for everybody to enjoy a day in a mountain 
village against the backdrop of beautiful nature. 
Hanazono is an adventure land for families!

#013

#015

#014

Hanazono Adventures
In commemoration of 100 
years of the former Hanazono 
Village organization, the entire 
village worked together to 
create this gigantic mural on 
a mountainside. It is pyramid 
shaped; 55 m in height and 
100 m at the base.
❖  189 Hanazonokitadera, 

Katsuragi-cho　

MAP/P60.K-4

A waterfall located in the upstream area of 
the Arida-gawa River offers water play in 
the river and fishing. Nearby campgrounds 
and Hanazono Green Park are filled with 
families vacationing in summer.
❖ Hanazonoatarashi, Katsuragi

MAP/P60.K-5

A dinosaur-themed leisure 
park built in a former mine 
tunnel. Deeper in the tunnel, 
visitors will step into Heaven 
and Hell.
❖ 1020 Hanazonoyanase, 

Katsuragi-cho

☎0737-26-0836

MAP/P60.J-3

Upper left/When you pass through the Kyoryu (dinosaur) Land main gate, a gigantic herbivorous dinosaur, diplodocus, greets you first. Quite 
realistic and amazingly big!
Main/A view of the upper reaches of the Arida-gawa River, a leading river in the Wakayama Chuki region.

Former Hanazono Junior High School 
Kyodaihekiga

Kongo no Taki

Kobaradokutsu Kyoryu Land & Gokurakudo

Adventure in Hanazono!

Gig
ant

ic!
 

Shut
ter 

chan
ce!

H A N A Z O N O

I found a dragon 
here too!
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Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato—2.7 km—Rinnai Hodo Deguchi—1.7 km—Kyoryu Plaza—0.3 km—Hanazonomoriguchi 
Furusatomura—0.9 km—Kyoryu Land—0.5 km—Arinaka-bunki—2.8 km—Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato

Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato—2.7 km—Rinnai Hodo Deguchi—2.0 km—Rinnai Hodo Iriguchi—2.6 km—Rinnai Hodo Deguchi—1.3 
km—Jumbo Hekiga Mae—1.9 km—Kitadera Kyukei-jo—1.5 km—Hanazono Onsen Mae—0.7 km—Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato

Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato—1.8 km—Otaki-bunki—1.9 km—Minede Tenbo-jo—2.1 km—Henshoji Temple—1.2 km 
—Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato

Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato—0.9 km—Yanase Ohashi—0.9 km—Torii-bashi—1.0 km—Kaya no Kyoboku—1.0 km 
—Torii-bashi—0.9 km—Yanase Ohashi—0.9 km—Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato

Atarashi Shinrin Koen—1.2 km—Jumbo Hekiga Mae—1.3 km—Rindo Hodo Iriguchi—2.6 km—Rindo Hodo Deguchi 
—1.0 km—Rinkan Hiroba—2.0 km—Rindo-bunki—1.6 km—Ikenokubo—2.2 km—Atarashi Shinrin Koen

Kaki-oji Course (approx. 8.9 km/Time required: 3 hours)

Momo-hime Course (approx. 12.7 km/Time required: 4 hours)

Nashi-jii Course (approx. 7.0 km/Time required: 2 hours)

Budo Heidan Course (approx. 5.6 km/Time required: 1 hour 20 minutes)

Ichigo-musume Course (approx. 11.9 km/Time required: 3 hour 30 minutes)

Hanazono Trekking Courses

New\　　   \

#016

This new hot spring accommodation 
just opened in July 2016. In addition 
to its 12 guest rooms, it also houses 
a restaurant and hot springs open to 
day-use guests.
❖ 779-1 Hanazonoyanase, Katsuragi-cho

☎0737-26-0811

MAP/P60.K-3

Hanazono Onsen Kaho no Sato

#019

This comprehensive leisure park boasts 
fun playground facilities such as artificial 
green slopes for sled riding, roller slides, 
and on-site lodging.
❖ 256-1 Hanazonoatarashi, Katsuragi-cho

☎0737-26-0028

MAP/P60.K-5

Hanazono Green Park

#020

Located in highland along the Koyaryujin 
Skyline highway, 3,500 hydrangea 
bushes blossom against the backdrop 
of a beautiful sky. The park adorns the 
mountain with other seasonal beauties; 
1,000 shakunage rhododendron bushes 
in spring, autumn leaves in the fall.
❖ 364-26 Hanazonokuki, Katsuragi-cho

☎0737-26-0888

MAP/P60.J-6

Hanazono Ajisaien

#021

#017 #018

A community cultural exchange 
facility operated by Moriguchi in 
Osaka and Katsuragi. Old minka and 
cottage style lodging offer visitors 
the chance to experience mountain 
village life in nature.
❖ 919 Hanazonoyanase, Katsuragi-cho

☎0737-26-0022

MAP/P60.J-4

Hanazono has 3 campgrounds (Kitadera/
Kongo Ryokuchi/Nakaminami Shinrin 
Park) where guests can enjoy clean air and 
a beautiful river. Contact Katsuragi Town 
Office Hanazono Shisho for reservation.
❖http://www.katsuragi-kanko.jp/K/cak.html

☎0737-26-0544

MAP/P60.K-4,K-5

Hanazonomoriguchi Furusatomura Campgrounds in Hanazono

➊Beautifully designed brand-new 
building exterior ➋A natural hot 
spring is drawn to large bathrooms 
that also accommodate day-use 
visitors./Hanazono Onsen Kaho 
no Sato ➌Old minka style lodging 
with a Japanese sunken hearth. 
➍The cottages extend over the 
slope, offering a great view./
Hanazonomoriguchi Furusatomura

Inquiries: Katsuragi Town Office/Industrial  Tourism Division ☎0736-22-0300
 Hanazono Branch ☎0737-26-0544

Play hard everyone, young and old!

Beautiful seasonal flowers adorn the park

Take it easy & relax in Hanazono

➊

➋

➌

➍

H A N A Z O N O
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Shimohanazono-jinja Shrine hosts Taimatsuoshi. It is 

located in the Yanase village on the mountain side, 

adjacent to the track field of Yanase Elementary School.

❖264 Hanazonoyanase, Katsuragi-cho

MAP/P60.K-3

Henshoji Temple under Mount Koya was founded around 

815 by the monk Kukai. It dedicates sacred dances such 

as Ondamai and Hotoke no Mai.

❖ 1567 Hanazonoyanase, Katsuragi-cho

MAP/P60.K-3

Shimohanazono-jinja Henshoji

#023

#024

#025

It is a fire festival that celebrates the completion 
of casting of the Hanazono no Ondamai dance, 
which is believed to have continued since the 
Heian period, as well as to drive away bad luck and 
to pray for good health for the year. Local young 
men hold up the otaimatsu as the crowd chants 
a celebratory song while marching through the 
shrine grounds. * Intangible folk cultural property 
designated by Wakayama prefecture

MAP/P60.K-3

Ancient pre-harvest celebration long-honored 
since the Heian period. This dance and music, a 
ta-asobi ritual, emulate the agricultural process 
from the tilling of a rice field to its harvest. It is 
an ancient folk performing art that prays for 
abundant harvests by paying respect to their 
ancestors. * National Intangible Folk Cultural 
Property

MAP/P60.K-3

This classical Japanese performing art in 
Buddhism thought to originate from the Heian 
period continues in Henshoji Temple. The drama 
is a rare portrayal of Nyonin Jobutsu (attainment 
of Buddhahood by women), and considered a 
rare dance because it was originally performed 
only on a leap October month under the lunar 
calendar. It is now performed occasionally.  
* Intangible folk cultural property designated 
by Wakayama prefecture

MAP/P60.K-3

Taimatsuoshi

Hanazono no Ondamai

Hanazono no Hotoke no Mai

#022
You can come face to face with the gigantic Japanese Kaya 
(Japanese nutmeg-yew) tree, believed to be 900 years old, when 
you follow the recommended Budo heidan course of Hanazono 
trekking (see page 13). You may sense its magical power, as if 
spirits of the holy tree are trying to communicate with you when you 
gaze at the massive trunk.
❖ Hanazonoyanase, Katsuragi

MAP/P60.K-3

Kaya no Ki

Have a sacred experience in Hanazono

Traditional sacred rituals offered at old shrines and famous temples 

➊Performers dressed as Buddhas dance to traditional 
flutes similar to gagaku (ancient court music) music./
Hanazono no Hotoke no Mai ➋Participants light their 
small taimatsu torches from the flame of a large otaimatsu 
torch to take the torch home to light the household alter 
and to start the fire to cook celebratory ozoni soup for 
the new year. /Taimatsuoshi ➌The ceremony is now 
dedicated on a holiday close to the beginning of the lunar 
year (8th day) biennially. /Hanazono no Ondamai

➊ ➋ ➌

The sacred flame on the otaimatsu torch blazes up the night sky of New Year’s Eve

Glorious expression of a joyous harvest

Unorthodox dance drama from the Heian period

Shimohanazono-jinja

Henshoji

12/

Once every 
20 years

31

May
 I 

hav
e

  a
 gr

eat
 tr

ip.

H A N A Z O N O

Biennially 
held around 

Feb.
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Blue sky, mountains in lush green.  

Everyday noises of people in distance.  

Shigo embodies an image of a nostalgic  

Japanese home village, reminding us of Japan long ago. 

Deeper into fall in October, people in Shigo 
start working on kushigaki, skewered 
dried persimmon. Under the roofs of each 
farmer’s house and any other drying area, 
adorable-looking round persimmons in 
strings are hung, brightening up the villages 
nestled in the mountains in orange. It is said 
that Shigo is perfectly situated for dried 
persimmon making with a stream of dry air 
blowing down the Izumi Mountains under a 
drastic drop in temperature at night because 
of a relatively high altitude of 300 m. The 
photogenic scenery of old-Japan-thatched-
roofs, storage houses, and beautifully 
contrasted bright orange persimmons is 
widely adored as the call of late fall in Japan 

attracting many photographers to the region. 
In 2017, the road connecting Osaka and 
Wakayama prefectures is scheduled to 
open. This is sure to put this area on the 
map for many people to visit. It is said 
that kushigaki making started about 400 
years ago. With a variety of origin stories 
being told, there is no way to confirm its 
actual origin. They are often used as a 
decoration for the New Year, placed on the 
celebratory kagamimochi. Some say that it 
is a play on words, with similar sounds in 
something good (ka) is coming (ki) and kaki 
(persimmon),” or it represents the “sword” 
that is one of three sacred treasures of the 
Japanese Imperial Court.

#026

#027

Shigo, this is Japan.

Its honzon (principal image of Buddha) is Eleven-
Faced Kannon, and normally withheld from public 
view. It is said to exert a miraculous power against 
convulsions. Even the view from the temple ground 
at the top of sharp slope is calming to our minds.
❖1360 Higashitani, Katsuragi-cho　☎0736-25-0001

MAP/P61.A-3

Kushigaki having a high nutritional value was valued 
as a preserved food during a battle. A legend 
goes that kushigaki was presented to Hideyoshi 
Toyotomi when he was besieging Negoroji Temple.

MAP/P61.A-2

[Kushigaki]
Each kushigaki string has 10 persimmons, placed in a 2-piece-6-piece-2-piece 
order, with a word-play prayer in Japanese for peace and happiness in the 
family; “always smiling together (two and two), inside a harmonious couple until 
we grow old together (six on the inside).”

) ) ) ) ) )

Horikoshishaku Kannon

Kushigaki in Shigo

S H I G O U

Local persimmon variety perfect for 
kushigaki, Aoso persimmon. Yotsumizo-
gaki and Ichida-gaki persimmon are also 
preferred varieties for drying.

Many houses in Shigo are built on the 
slopes of the Izumi Mountains facing 
south. Dried persimmons will lose their 
bitterness, and become highly preserved.

2 pieces 6 pieces 2 pieces
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#028

#029

Bunzo no Taki Falls was long used for training, 
suggested that even Mongaku shonin (The 
Venerable Mongaku) trained here. It is still 
used for training, providing a nearby hall that 
enshrines Fudo-myoo as a komorijo for trainees.
❖ Higashitani, Katsuragi

MAP/P61.A-2

One of the 100 best natural waters in Kinokuni, 
the water falls in three layers. Once you pass 
the shaden building of Hitokotonushi-jinja 
Shrine, you will soon see the falls.
❖ Taira, Katsuragi　

MAP/P61.A-1

Bunzo no Taki

Sanju no Taki

#031

A traditional performing art called Senryo Odori dance has long been presented in the 
Shigo region, dedicated to Omiya-jinja Shrine every fall. This has inspired Shigo Senryo 
Daiko, which has been actively presented at events in the neighboring municipalities.
❖ 1197 Hirokuchi, Katsuragi-cho　☎0736-25-0002 (Shigo Senryo Daiko Training Club)

MAP/P61.B-2

Traditional folk performing art in the Shigo region, resurrected in 2001, after a period of 
interruption. After making an offering at the fall festival of Omiya-jinja Shrine in October, 
kushigaki making starts in Shigo every year. It celebrates the abundant harvest, and gives 
thanks for a Gokokuhojo (bumper crop) and the safety and well-being of the family.
❖ 1126 Hirokuchi, Katsuragi-cho　☎0736-25-0467 (Omiya-jinja Shrine)

MAP/P61.B-2

Wadaiko

The beautiful, richly-colored 
main shaden building has 
been recently renovated.

Meeting beautiful, awe-inspiring waterfalls in Shigo
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#030
Senryo Odori in Shigo
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S H I G O U

➊Performances of Senryo odori dance and Senryo daiko are dedicated in front of the honden, 
main shrine building. ➋Sharply-inclined steps lead to the shrine grounds. ➌The main building 
enshrines 13 deities including Susanoo-no-mikoto.

➊

➋ ➌
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It may be tricky to tell them apart  
because persimmons come in many varieties.

Kinokawa-gaki
Kinokawa-gaki is not an official 
persimmon variety, but indicates a 
cultivation method; it is Hiratanenashi-
gaki that has been grown to eliminate 
the bitterness while still on the tree. 
They are harvested after the fruits are 
fully ripe, leaving Kinokawa-gaki with 
a darker skin color and blackened 
flesh that accompany high sugar 
content for sweetness compared to 
regular Hiratanenashi-gaki.

Fuyu-gaki
Most famous of all the sweet 
persimmons is Fuyu-gaki. Its fruit is 
very close to a round shape with 
slightly cornered edges, and it has 
smooth, shiny skin. The fruit itself 
is sweet and juicy, with a smooth 
and soft texture that almost melts 
in your mouth. It is the most widely 
produced variety.

Hiratanenashi-gaki
Hiratanenashi-gaki persimmons 
are popular for their sweetness, 
juiciness, and the perfect firmness 
of their flesh. They are actually 
astringent persimmons, but the 
astringency is removed with 
processing such as carbon acid 
gas. The skin is shiny orange, and 
the fruit is a square flat shape. The 
biggest characteristic is the fact 
that they are seedless.

A new road station, Kushigaki no Sato will open 
in Shigo this spring!

This new road station, Kushigaki no Sato, will open this 
April near the tunnel on National Route 480 connecting 
Osaka and Wakayama prefectures. The roadway 
extension is also scheduled to open in April 2017. On 
the 9,300 square meter site, the road station’s four 
Japanese-style single-story wooden buildings made 
of Kishu lumber sprawl over an area of 1,000 square 
meters. The facility will offer a nursing room, diaper-
changing tables, electric kettles, and a kid’s playroom. 
Visitors will have access to the restrooms all day, with 
ample parking space to accommodate 66 passenger 
cars and 6 tour buses.
The road station will feature a shop that sells fresh 

local vegetables, fruits, processed products, fresh fish, 
and meats, as an outlet to encourage local produce, 
local consumption. Its cafe and restaurant will also 
offer dishes made with locally-grown vegetables. It will 
definitely make the station a popular place to visit. 
Katsuragi’s Shigo region is famous as Japan’s best 
hometown of kushigaki. This has made the area very 
popular among photographers who wish to capture the 
local scenery with dried kushigaki persimmon strings 
hung under the roofs in winter. We may want to remind 
you that Shigo in spring and summer is also perfect for 
relaxed strolls. We look forward to having you at this 
road station when you are in the area.

Look out for this sign

❖53-1 Taki, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-25-0088

MAP/P61.B-2
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#032

The most popular dish is omuraisu (fried 
rice covered with a thin omelet) made 
with Amano-grown fresh tomatoes. 
You cannot miss trying their special 
cake topped with a generous portion of 
seasonal local fruits.
❖ 297-1 Hoshikawa, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-22-3433    9:00 - 18:00

Closed: Year-end and New Year holidays

MAP/P61.E-2

Konnyaku Kobo
#034

You can enjoy art besides the cafe 
and lunch at this stylish cafe. Its gallery 
section regularly hosts events such as 
exhibits and concerts.
❖ 126-37 Myoji, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-20-1256    10:00 - 17:00

(Lunch: 11:00 - 14:00)　Closed: Mon/Tue

MAP/P62.B-7

Gallery & Cafe Noji

#033

It seems that time flows at a slower 
pace here in the cafe that is surrounded 
by lush greenery. Other must-haves 
are the owner’s original gratin and 
bagels. This carefully picked selection 
of Utsuwa (dishes) is also available for 
purchase.
❖ 219-7 Hiroura, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-26-3090    11:00 - 18:00

Closed: Mon/Tue　

MAP/P62.B-3

Utsuwato cafe mute.
#035

A famous eatery that has been featured 
in media for great lunch and dessert. 
Humongous fried shrimp and an array 
of dishes in small Japanese bowls will 
surely satisfy you to the fullest.
❖ 108-1 Kasedahigashi, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-22-5984    11:00 - 18:00

Closed: Sun　

MAP/P62.C-3

West Coast

➊A large sign along National Route 480 with rush greenery leading to Mount Koya ➋Cute log house-like exterior!/Konnyaku Kobo ➌Sweets are 
arranged on a beautiful dish. ➍The store is very warm and welcoming./Utsuwato cafe mute.

➊The cafe uses a renovated former hospital. It is hard to resist the beautiful dishware. ➋Handmade sweet looks heavenly./Gallery & Cafe 
Noji ➌The gera-gera smiley plate comes with strawberries with smiley faces on them. ➍Bright, fairy-tale style interior decoration. /West Coast

Itadakimasu at a warm, relaxing cafe. Gochisosama at a stylish cafe

F O O D
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#036

Bistro Isaki-tei offers simple, delicious 
French home-style dishes ranging from 
vibrantly-colored sweets to a slow-
cooked dish stewed in wine. Yes, you 
are also welcome to stop by and enjoy 
it as a cafe.
❖ 635 Higashishibuta, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-22-1595    8:30 - 21:00

Closed: Sun/Mon　

MAP/P62.D-4

Isaki-tei
#038

Okami’s original tongue stew is a 
masterpiece that is offered only 
occasionally. Everything she makes is 
incredibly tasty; pork steak and Nikujaga 
included. It is a quiet, Japanese-style 
pub, izakaya, with long narrow counter 
seating, perfect for adults.
❖112-1 Kasedahigashi, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-22-1988    17:00 - 23:00

Closed: Mon/2nd & 4th Sun　

MAP/P62.C-3

Izakaya Musashi

#037

A beloved tea shop of local residents. 
Repeat customers fill the place in the 
morning and for lunch. It offers a wide 
selection of menu items such as teishoku 
set lunch, yakisoba, sandwiches, and 
pancake.
❖ 28 Ebisu, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-22-6397    8:30 - 18:30

Closed: Wed　

MAP/P62.C-4

Esquisse
#039

An Izakaya popular with locals. Everything 
you order, from sashimi to grilled dishes is 
excellent and reasonably priced. You will 
want to go back again to see the down-
to-earth Izakaya taisho, the owner chef.
❖1015-3 Saya, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-22-7216

17:00 - 24:00 (Sun only to 22:00)

Closed: Wed　

MAP/P62.C-4

Izakaya Batayan

Delightful lunch and sweets Time for grownups at a local favorite

Let’s start with draft beer

➊Reasonably-priced authentic French home-style dishes ➋Handsome French owner chef./Isaki-tei ➌Even classic sandwiches look so soft and 
appetizing. ➍On National Route 24, next to Ebisu Shokudo./Esquisse

➊The storefront has a tranquil, quiet atmosphere. Push through the noren store curtain, for a welcome call “Maido!” ➋The Okami-san is reserved 
but warm. Her cooking skills are quite impressive./Izakaya Musashi ➌The gleaming sign draws you inside. ➍It has counter seats and raised 
tatami booths./Izakaya Batayan

F O O D
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#042

A rare, unique ramen shop that operates 
during February and April only at a 
warehouse near the owner’s house. 
A long line of customers always forms 
when the shop is open. The owner will 
share his passion for ramen with you.
❖735 Kasedanaka, Katsuragi-cho　
☎090-3035-0376

Sundays during Feb. and April only 
(11:00 - until the supply of soup runs out)

MAP/P62.B-2

Ramen Soko

#043

This ramen shop offers a nice selection 
of ramen menu items. Oden in the 
side menu is also popular. It is always 
crowded with locals. This shows how 
good the taste is.
❖136 Oyabu, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-5247

17:30 - 24:00　Closed: Mon

MAP/P62.B-5

Sapporo Ramen Nishimura

#040

Come to Shofukutei for Wakayama-
style ramen. A variety of combo lunch 
specials for your empty stomach, 
and they also have seriously good 
tenshindon and gyoza.
❖1020 Saya, Katsuragi-cho　
☎0736-22-3898

11:00 - 15:00/17:00 - 22:00　
Closed: Mon　

MAP/P62.C-4

Shofukutei

#041

This place is especially popular 
among men. Look no further if you 
are looking for solid, filling food. 
Highly recommended Niranikuitame 
complements rice perfectly.
❖890 Saya, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-1332

11:00 - 15:00　Closed: Sun

MAP/P62.C-4

Nikenme Hanten

You cannot go wrong with Chinese when you are hungry! The Ramen craze may be here to stay forever

➊A Chinese restaurant on National Route 24. Its huge teishoku lunch menu makes it so hard to pick one. ➋It is of course authentic Chinese./
Shofukutei ➌Gyoza are crispy on both sides but juicy inside. ➍This popular place is packed during lunch hours. /Nikenme Hanten

➊His family business is farming. His enthusiastic passion for ramen moved him to create his own ramen. ➋The number of customers they can 
serve in a day is limited by the amount of broth the owner can make at once; you will need a ticket to eat here. /Ramen Soko ➌The restaurant 
fills up as soon as it opens. ➍Oden in the side menu is also incredible./Sapporo Ramen Nishimura

F O O D

Absolutely full, 
and satisfied
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If you want to find something good,  

find a place popular with locals.  

If you find your favorite, take some home with you.

#044

#044
Anpo-gaki
Katsuragi is Japan’s top persimmon 
producer. Anpo-gaki is a soft, dried 
seedless persimmon, which brings out 
natural sweetness. It is said to be the 
original form of Japanese wagashi sweets.
❖1846-4 Myoji, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-23-3112

Joint Company Katsuragi Anpokaki 

Processing Union

MAP/P61.B-4

A local confection, mochi rice cake is 
covered with sweet paste made of mashed 
edamame. Every fall festival season 
reminds me of my grandparents who had 
mashed up edamame beans to make this 
along with kakinoha-zushi together.
❖336-1 Higashishibuta, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-2019

Ikeki Shoten Ltd.

MAP/P62.D-3

#045
Kurumi-mochi

Aunties from farming families turn their 
produce such as peach and strawberry 
into homemade ice cream. It features 
other local, handmade products, including 
miso, mochi, konnyaku, and bread. You 
can also join them in harvesting.
❖54-61 Terao, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-8993

MAP/P62.C-4

#046
Icecream by Kamukamu Bazaar

#049
Milk by Kimura Bokujo
It may be your first taste of milk this 
rich and natural. It can only come 
from these cows a family nurtures 
with a great deal of time and care.
* Available at Happuno-Yu (see P34)

❖357 Kasedanaka, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-1721

MAP/P62.C-2

I eat papillo butter pan (bread) 
quite often since my school days. 
The generous filling is not made of 
ordinary custard cream. You will be 
hooked once you try it.
❖118-3 Myoji, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-1489

Baker Shop Otani

MAP/P62.B-7

The water has been awarded a Gold 
Quality Award in the Monde Selection 
for ten consecutive years. It is superb 
soft water that cooks rice soft and 
fluffy, and draws out umami from other 
ingredients in nimono dishes.
❖358-1 Shima, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-23-1011

Sakai Canning Co., Ltd.

MAP/P62.D-2

#050
Papillo Butter Pan

#051
Taishi no Mizu

#046#045 #049 #051

#047 #050

Our Katsuragi favorites,  
take some home with you I was allowed to eat this canned 

mikan when I was sick in bed. 
That taste of syrup is exactly how I 
remember it from that time. Canned 
mikan can be enjoyed with or 
without any other processing.
* Available at Happuno-Yu (see P34)

Kishu Shokuhin Co., Ltd.

Croquette from a local meat shop we 
snacked on the way back from school. 
It was delicious, crispy and slightly 
sweet. They are still in demand; locals 
always stop by to pick them up for 
lunch and dinner. There are 3 stores 
in town.
❖455 Myoji, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-0038

MAP/P62.B-7,B-8,C-3

#047
Canned mikan orange

#048

#048

Croquette by Matsushita  
Seiniku-ten

S H O P P I N G
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#052

Locally produced, a traditional local dish, 
Kakinoha-zushi. This sushi is wrapped 
with a persimmon leaf to heighten umami, 
and the subtle aroma of the persimmon 
leaf entices our appetite. Photo taken at 
Fukumoto Shoten.
❖1165-2 Hirokuchi, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-25-0022    Closed: None

MAP/P61.B-2

[Kakinoha-zushi
#055

Mount Koya’s specialty Goma-dofu. 
Using a unique technique, our Goma-dofu 
has a chewy yet smooth texture. It is a 
popular souvenir for the entire Wakayama 
prefecture not just Mount Koya. 
❖2357 Chonomachi, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-6613

MAP/P62.B-5

Goma-dofu by Daikaku Sohonpo
#053

Ayu (sweetfish) is first grilled and cooked 
in sweet syrup. Small bones are removed 
to make oshi-zushi (pressed sushi). This 
delicately, carefully made delectable sushi 
is one of our local specialties that has 
been pleasing people for generations.
❖2529-4 Chonomachi, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-0073    Closed: Tue

MAP/P62.B-6

Ayu-zushi by Ichiriki
#056

Tofu and aburaage are made by hand, 
as long-held tradition requires, to create 
each piece with great care. Their tofu and 
aburaage are simple and authentic.
❖54-5 Myoji, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-0249

MAP/P62.B-7

Tofu by Moriwaki Tofu Ten
#054

River fish locally called jako is grilled 
without seasoning, then cooked in sweet 
and salty broth. Jako-zushi is then made 
by wrapping vinegared rice topped with 
the cooked jako, with a persimmon leaf. 
Mackerel and salmon are great, but this 
is also a must-try dish.
❖295 Nakaiburi, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-6283    Closed: None

MAP/P62.B-7

Jako-zushi by Benkei Shokuhin
#057

Kawakami-zake is rice wine that has been 
made in the upper Kinokawa River since 
the mid-Edo period, 300 years ago. Back 
in the day, 16 Sake Breweries were said 
to be along the Yamato-kaido Highway.
❖85 Nakaiburi, Katsuragi-cho

☎0736-22-0005

Hatsusakura Shuzo Co., Ltd.

MAP/P62.B-8

Kishu Katsuragi Kawakami-zake

Artistry and heart to continue 
traditional Japanese sensitivity

Everything, from sushi that features local specialty persimmon leaf, 

one that uses river fish, Goma-dofu that can be traced back to  

Mount Koya, Japanese sake, and tofu; they all rely on our clean 

regional water.

Sushi #052 to 054 are available at the 

following sales outlets; Katsuragi Chamber 

of Commerce Antenna Shop, and Road 

Station Katsuragi Nishi. (See P35)

S H O P P I N G
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